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Treatment of Chronic Pain
Executive Summary
Introduction
Background
Chronic pain, often defined as pain lasting
longer than 3 months or past the time of
normal tissue healing,1 is extremely common.
According to a recent Institute of Medicine
report, up to one-third of U.S. adults report
chronic pain.2 Chronic pain is a major cause
of decreased quality of life and disability and
is often refractory to treatment.3,4 There has
been a dramatic increase over the past 10 to 20
years in the prescription of opioid medications
for chronic pain,5-7 despite limited evidence
showing long-term beneficial effects.8,9 In
addition, accumulating evidence indicates
that prescription opioids may be associated
with important harms, including accidental
overdose, abuse, addiction, diversion, and
accidents involving injuries (such as falls and
motor vehicle accidents).10-20 Perhaps of most
concern is the dramatic increase in overdose
deaths associated with opioids. In 2011,
there were 16,917 fatal overdoses involving
prescription opioids.21 Prescription opioid
misuse and abuse resulted in almost 660,000
emergency department visits in 2010, over
twice as many as in 2004.13 Substance abuse
treatment admissions for opiates other than
heroin increased more than six-fold from 1999
to 2009.12 Opioids are also associated with
adverse effects such as constipation, nausea,
and sedation.22 Finally, data indicate potential
associations between long-term opioid
therapy and other harms, such as adverse
endocrinological effects and hyperalgesia.23-25

Evidence-based Practice
Program
The Agency for Healthcare Research and
Quality (AHRQ), through its Evidencebased Practice Centers (EPCs), sponsors
the development of evidence reports and
technology assessments to assist publicand private-sector organizations in their
efforts to improve the quality of health
care in the United States. The reports
and assessments provide organizations
with comprehensive, science-based
information on common, costly
medical conditions and new health care
technologies. The EPCs systematically
review the relevant scientific literature
on topics assigned to them by AHRQ
and conduct additional analyses when
appropriate prior to developing their
reports and assessments.
AHRQ expects that the EPC evidence
reports and technology assessments will
inform individual health plans, providers,
and purchasers as well as the health care
system as a whole by providing important
information to help improve health care
quality.
The full report and this summary are
available at www.effectivehealthcare.ahrq.
gov/reports/final.cfm.

Evidence-Based
Practice

These data underscore the complexity of clinical
decisionmaking around long-term opioid therapy, which
requires individualized assessments of the balance between
benefits and harms; appropriate opioid selection, dose
initiation, and titration strategies; integration of risk
assessment and mitigation strategies; and consideration
of the use of alternative, nonopioid therapies.9 Risk
mitigation strategies that have been suggested for patients
prescribed long-term opioids include use of opioid
medication agreements, application of dose thresholds that
warrant increased caution, regular clinical followup and
monitoring, urine drug screens, use of abuse- deterrent
opioid formulations, and use of data from prescription drug
monitoring programs.9

further research in this area.26 This review updates a prior
systematic review on opioid therapy for chronic pain
funded by the APS.29 Differences between this review
and the 2009 APS review are that it focuses specifically
on benefits and harms associated with long-term use of
opioid therapy and evaluates an additional Key Question
on dose escalation versus maintenance of doses in patients
on long-term opioid therapy, additional outcomes (e.g.,
cardiovascular events, infection, and psychological
outcomes), and additional risk mitigation strategies
(e.g., abuse-deterrent formulations and use of data from
prescription drug monitoring programs).
Scope of Review and Key Questions
The Key Questions and analytic framework (Figure A)
used to guide this report are shown below. The analytic
framework shows the target populations, interventions, and
outcomes that we examined.

Understanding benefits and harms of long-term opioid
therapy for chronic pain is a challenge because effects
may vary depending on patient characteristics (e.g., age,
sex, pain condition, psychosocial factors, comorbidities),
opioid characteristics (e.g., specific opioid, short- versus
long-acting opioid, mode of administration, dose), dosing
strategies (e.g., round-the-clock versus as-needed dosing,
application of dose thresholds), concomitant therapies (e.g.,
use of benzodiazepines or other drugs that may interact
with opioids), and characteristics of the clinical setting.
Other challenges in interpreting the literature include
potential limitations in generalizability due to study design
and other methodological shortcomings (e.g., duration of
followup, exclusion of patients at higher risk for harms,
under-representation of certain

Key Question 1. Effectiveness and Comparative
Effectiveness
a. In patients with chronic pain, what is the effectiveness
of long-term opioid therapy versus placebo or no opioid
therapy for long-term (>1 year) outcomes related to
pain, function, and quality of life?
b. How does effectiveness vary depending on: (1) the
specific type or cause of pain (e.g., neuropathic,
musculoskeletal [including low back pain],
fibromyalgia, sickle cell disease, inflammatory pain,
and headache disorders); (2) patient demographics (e.g.,
age, race, ethnicity, gender); (3) patient comorbidities
(including past or current alcohol or substance
use disorders, mental health disorders, medical
comorbidities and high risk for addiction)?

sociodemographic groups, and high dropout rates), and
gaps in research on important scientific questions.26
Although guidelines on use of opioids for chronic pain are
available, most recommendations are based on weak or
limited evidence.9,27 The increase in use of long-term opioid
therapy for chronic pain, new information concerning
harms associated with long-term opioid therapy, continued
wide variations in practice related to long-term opioid
therapy, and the availability of new evidence underscore the
need for a current systematic review in this area.

c. In patients with chronic pain, what is the comparative
effectiveness of opioids versus nonopioid therapies
(pharmacological or nonpharmacological) on outcomes
related to pain, function, and quality of life?
d. In patients with chronic pain, what is the comparative
effectiveness of opioids plus nonopioid interventions
(pharmacological or nonpharmacological) versus
opioids or nonopioid interventions alone on outcomes
related to pain, function, quality of life, and doses of
opioids used?

The purpose of this report is to systematically review
the current evidence on long-term opioid therapy for
chronic pain, which will be used by the National Institutes
of Health (NIH) to inform a Pathways to Prevention
Workshop on the role of opioids in the treatment of chronic
pain. Although guidelines have been published from the
American Pain Society (APS)/American Academy of
Pain Medicine,9 the Veterans Affairs (VA)/Department
of Defense,28 and other groups, the availability of new
evidence warrants a new systematic review that could be
used to inform updated or new guidelines, guide quality
improvement efforts, and define and update priorities for

Key Question 2. Harms and Adverse Events
a. In patients with chronic pain, what are the risks of
opioids versus placebo or no opioid on: (1) opioid
abuse, addiction, and related outcomes; (2) overdose;
and (3) other harms, including gastrointestinal-related
harms, falls, fractures, motor vehicle accidents,
endocrinological harms, infections, cardiovascular
2

events, cognitive harms, and psychological harms (e.g.,
depression)?

i. In patients on long-term opioid therapy, what are the
effects of decreasing opioid doses or of tapering off
opioids versus continuation of opioids on outcomes
related to pain, function, quality of life, and withdrawal?

b. How do harms vary depending on: (1) the specific type
or cause of pain (e.g., neuropathic, musculoskeletal
[including back pain], fibromyalgia, sickle cell disease,
inflammatory pain, headache disorders); (2) patient
demographics; (3) patient comorbidities (including past
or current substance use disorder or at high risk for
addiction); (4) the dose of opioids used?

j. In patients on long-term opioid therapy, what is the
comparative effectiveness of different tapering protocols
and strategies on measures related to pain, function,
quality of life, withdrawal symptoms, and likelihood of
opioid cessation?

Key Question 3. Dosing Strategies

Key Question 4. Risk Assessment and Risk Mitigation
Strategies

a. In patients with chronic pain, what is the comparative
effectiveness of different methods for initiating and
titrating opioids for outcomes related to pain, function,
and quality of life; risk of overdose, addiction, abuse, or
misuse; and doses of opioids used?

a. In patients with chronic pain being considered for longterm opioid therapy, what is the accuracy of instruments
for predicting risk of opioid overdose, addiction, abuse,
or misuse?

b. In patients with chronic pain, what is the comparative
effectiveness of short- versus long- acting opioids on
outcomes related to pain, function, and quality of life;
risk of overdose, addiction, abuse, or misuse; and doses
of opioids used?

b. In patients with chronic pain, what is the effectiveness of
use of risk prediction instruments on outcomes related to
overdose, addiction, abuse, or misuse?
c. In patients with chronic pain prescribed long-term opioid
therapy, what is the effectiveness of risk mitigation
strategies, including (1) opioid management plans,
(2) patient education, (3) urine drug screening, (4) use
of prescription drug monitoring program data, (5) use of
monitoring instruments, (6) more frequent monitoring
intervals, (7) pill counts, and (8) use of abuse-deterrent
formulations on outcomes related to overdose, addiction,
abuse, or misuse?

c. In patients with chronic pain, what is the comparative
effectiveness of different long- acting opioids on
outcomes related to pain, function, and quality of life;
and risk of overdose, addiction, abuse, or misuse?
d. In patients with chronic pain, what is the comparative
effectiveness of short- plus long- acting opioids versus
long-acting opioids alone on outcomes related to pain,
function, and quality of life; risk of overdose, addiction,
abuse, or misuse; and doses of opioids used?

d. What is the comparative effectiveness of treatment
strategies for managing patients with addiction to
prescription opioids on outcomes related to overdose,
abuse, misuse, pain, function, and quality of life?

e. In patients with chronic pain, what is the comparative
effectiveness of scheduled, continuous versus as-needed
dosing of opioids on outcomes related to pain, function,
and quality of life; risk of overdose, addiction, abuse, or
misuse; and doses of opioids used?

Methods
The methods for this Comparative Effectiveness Review
(CER) follow the methods suggested in the Agency for
Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) Methods Guide
for Effectiveness and Comparative Effectiveness Reviews.30
All methods were determined a priori.

f. In patients with chronic pain on long-term opioid
therapy, what is the comparative effectiveness of dose
escalation versus dose maintenance or use of dose
thresholds on outcomes related to pain, function, and
quality of life?

Topic Refinement and Review Protocol

g. In patients on long-term opioid therapy, what is the
comparative effectiveness of opioid rotation versus
maintenance of current opioid therapy on outcomes
related to pain, function, and quality of life; and doses of
opioids used?

This topic was selected for review based on a nomination
from NIH. The initial Key Questions for this CER were
developed with input from an NIH working group. The Key
Questions and scope were further developed with input from
a Technical Expert Panel (TEP) convened for this report.
The TEP provided high-level content and methodological
guidance to the review process and consisted of experts in
health services research, internal medicine, psychology,
pain medicine, pharmacology,

h. In patients on long-term opioid therapy, what is the
comparative effectiveness of different strategies for
treating acute exacerbations of chronic pain on outcomes
related to pain, function, and quality of life?
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Figure A. Analytic framework

KQ, Key Question.
*Including opioid management plans, patient education, urine drug screening, use of prescription drug monitoring program data, use
of monitoring instruments, more frequent monitoring intervals, pill counts, and use of abuse-deterrent formulations.

neurology, occupational medicine, pediatrics, and
epidemiology. TEP members disclosed all financial or other
conflicts of interest prior to participation. The AHRQ Task
Order Officer and the investigators reviewed the disclosures
and determined that the TEP members had no conflicts of
interest that precluded participation.

We also hand-searched the reference lists of relevant
studies and searched for unpublished studies in
ClinicalTrials.gov. Scientific information packets (SIPs)
with relevant published and unpublished studies were
requested from 19 current application holders from the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Risk Evaluation and
Mitigation Strategy (REMS) Extended-Release and LongActing (ER/LA) Opioid Analgesics List.32 We received five
SIP submissions.

The protocol for this CER was developed prior to initiation
of the review, and was posted on the AHRQ Web site on
December 19, 2013 at: http://effectivehealthcare.ahrq.gov/
ehc/products/557/1837/chronic-pain-opioid-treatmentprotocol-131219.pdf. The protocol was also registered in
the PROSPERO international database of prospectively
registered systematic reviews.31

Study Selection
We developed criteria for inclusion and exclusion of
articles based on the Key Questions and the populations,
interventions, comparators, outcomes, timing, and setting
(PICOTS) approach (Appendix B in the full report).
Articles were selected for full-text review if they were
about long-term opioid therapy for chronic pain, were
relevant to a Key Question, and met the predefined
inclusion criteria as shown below. We excluded studies
published only as conference abstracts, restricted inclusion
to English-language articles, and excluded studies of
nonhuman subjects. Studies had to report original data to
be included.

Literature Search Strategy
A research librarian conducted searches in Ovid
MEDLINE, the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled
Trials, the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews,
PsychINFO, and CINAHL from 2008 to August 2014 (see
Appendix A in the full report for full search strategies).
We restricted search start dates to January 2008 because
the searches in the prior APS review, which we used to
identify potentially relevant studies, went through October
2008.29 For outcomes (cardiovascular, infections, and
psychological harms) and interventions (abuse-deterrent
formulations, and use of prescription monitoring program
data) not addressed in the APS review, we searched the
same databases and did not apply any search date start
restrictions.

Each abstract was independently reviewed for potential
inclusion and full-text review by two investigators. Two
investigators independently reviewed all full-text articles
for final inclusion. Discrepancies were resolved through
discussion and consensus. A list of the included articles
is available in Appendix C; excluded articles are shown
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Appendix D with primary reasons for exclusion (see full
report).

Outcomes were pain (intensity, severity, bothersomeness),
function (physical disability, activity limitations, activity
interference, work function), quality of life (including
depression), and doses of opioids used. Evaluated
harms included overdose, opioid use disorder, addiction,
abuse, and misuse, as well as other opioid-related harms
(including gastrointestinal harms, fractures, falls, motor
vehicle accidents, endocrinological harms, infections,
cardiovascular events, cognitive harms, and psychological
harms [e.g., depression]). We focused on outcomes
reported after at least 1 year of opioid therapy, with the
exception of outcomes related to overdose and injuries
(fractures, falls, and motor vehicle accidents), studies on
treatment of acute exacerbations of chronic pain, studies on
dose initiation and titration, and studies on discontinuation
of opioid therapy, for which we included studies of any
duration.

We selected studies of adults (age >18 years) with chronic
pain (defined as pain lasting >3 months) being considered
for long-term opioid therapy (Key Questions 4a and 4b)
or prescribed long-term opioid therapy (all other Key
Questions). We defined long-term opioid therapy as use
of opioids on most days for >3 months; this threshold
was selected to differentiate ongoing opioid therapy (as
often used for chronic pain) from short-term therapy. We
included studies that did not explicitly report the duration
of pain if the average duration of opioid therapy was >3
months. We included studies that did not explicitly report
the duration of opioid therapy if patients were prescribed
long-acting opioids, as these are not typically prescribed
for short-term use. We included studies with patients
with chronic pain related to current or previously treated
cancer, but excluded studies with patients with pain at
end of life (e.g., patients with cancer in hospice care). We
excluded studies with patients with acute pain, pregnant or
breastfeeding women, and patients treated with opioids for
addiction.

For all Key Questions, we included randomized trials
and controlled observational studies (cohort studies,
cross-sectional studies, and case-control studies) that
performed adjustment on potential confounders. We
included uncontrolled observational studies of patients
with chronic pain prescribed opioid therapy for at least 1
year that reported abuse, misuse, or addiction as a primary
outcome and described predefined methods to assess
these outcomes. Otherwise, we excluded uncontrolled
observational studies, case series, and case reports. We
reviewed systematic reviews for potentially relevant
references.

We included studies of patients prescribed any long- or
short-acting opioid used as long-term therapy, either alone
or in combination with another agent (Key Question 1d).
We included tapentadol, a dual mechanism medication with
strong opioid mu-receptor affinity, but excluded tramadol,
which is also a dual mechanism medication but with weak
opioid mu-receptor affinity that has not been identified as a
cause of unintentional prescription drug overdose deaths.33
We also excluded studies of parenteral opioids.

Data Extraction
We extracted the following information from included
studies into evidence tables using Excel spreadsheets:
study design, year, setting, inclusion and exclusion criteria,
population characteristics (including sex, age, race, pain
condition, and duration of pain), sample size, duration of
followup, attrition, intervention characteristics (including
specific opioid and formulation, dose, and duration of
therapy), results, and funding sources.

We included studies that compared long-term opioid
therapy versus placebo, no therapy, or another drug or
nondrug therapy; studies that evaluated different dose
initiation, titration, or rotation strategies; studies of
different methods for tapering or discontinuing opioids;
studies on methods for treating acute exacerbations of
pain in people with chronic pain; and studies on various
risk mitigation strategies for reducing harms associated
with opioids. Risk mitigation strategies included opioid
management plans, patient education, urine drug screening,
use of prescription drug monitoring program data, use
of monitoring instruments, more frequent monitoring
intervals, pill counts, and use of abuse-deterrent
formulations. We also included studies that compared
the predictive accuracy of risk prediction instruments in
people with chronic pain prior to initiation of opioids for
predicting outcomes related to future misuse, abuse, or
addiction, and studies on the effects of risk prediction
instruments on clinical outcomes.

For studies on the predictive accuracy of risk prediction
instruments, we attempted to create two-by-two tables from
information provided (sample size, prevalence, sensitivity,
and specificity) and compared calculated measures of
diagnostic accuracy based on the two-by-two tables with
reported results. We noted discrepancies between calculated
and reported results when present. When reported, we also
recorded the area under the receiver operating characteristic
curve (AUROC).34,35
For studies of interventions, we calculated relative risks
(RR) and associated 95 percent confidence intervals (CI)
based on the information provided (sample sizes and
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incidence of outcomes of interest in each intervention
group). We noted discrepancies between calculated and
reported results when present.

studies, we used criteria for cohort studies, but did not rate
criteria related to loss to followup. For uncontrolled studies
on risk of abuse or related outcomes, we evaluated whether
it enrolled a consecutive or random sample, whether
outcome assessors were blinded to patient characteristics,
whether rates of loss to followup were reported (for
longitudinal studies) and acceptable, and whether prespecified outcomes were assessed in all patients.

Data extraction for each study was performed by two
investigators. The first investigator extracted the data,
and the second investigator independently reviewed the
extracted data for accuracy and completeness.
Assessing Methodological Risk of Bias of
Individual Studies

We rated the quality of each case-control study based
on whether it enrolled a consecutive or random sample
of cases meeting predefined criteria; whether controls
were derived from the same population as cases; whether
cases and controls were comparable on key prognostic
factors; whether it used accurate methods to ascertain
outcomes, exposures, and potential confounders; and
whether it performed adjustment for important potential
confounders.37

We assessed risk of bias (quality) for each study using
predefined criteria. We used the term “quality” rather than
the alternate term “risk of bias;” both refer to internal
validity. Randomized trials were evaluated with criteria and
methods developed by the Cochrane Back Review Group.36
Cohort studies, case-control studies, and cross-sectional
studies were rated using criteria from the U.S. Preventive
Services Task Force.37 Risk prediction instrument studies
were rated using criteria from various sources.38-40 These
criteria were applied in conjunction with the approach
recommended in the chapter, Assessing the Risk of
Bias of Individual Studies When Comparing Medical
Interventions,41 in the AHRQ Methods Guide. Studies of
predictive accuracy of risk prediction instruments were
assessed using an approach adapted from the AHRQ
Methods Guide for Medical Test Reviews,38 which is
based on methods developed by the Quality Assessment
of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies (QUADAS) group.39 We
reassessed the quality of studies included in the prior APS
review to ensure consistency in quality assessment. Two
investigators independently assessed the quality of each
study. Discrepancies were resolved through discussion and
consensus.

We rated the quality of each study on the predictive value
of risk prediction instruments based on whether it evaluated
a consecutive or random sample of patients meeting predefined criteria, whether the patient population evaluated in
the study was adequately described, whether the screening
instrument included appropriate criteria, and whether
outcomes were assessed in all patients independent of the
results of the risk assessment instrument using adequately
described methods.38,39 We also evaluated whether the study
was to develop a risk prediction instrument or to validate a
previously developed instrument.40
Studies rated “good quality” were considered to have the
least risk of bias and their results are likely to be valid.
Studies rated “fair quality” have some methodological
shortcomings, but no flaw or combination of flaws judged
likely to cause major bias. In some cases, the article did
not report important information, making it difficult to
assess its methods or potential limitations. The moderate
risk of bias category is broad and studies with this rating
vary in their strengths and weaknesses; the results of
some studies assessed to have moderate risk of bias are
likely to be valid, while others may be only possibly valid.
Studies rated “poor quality” have significant flaws that may
invalidate the results. They have a serious or “fatal” flaw or
combination of flaws in design, analysis, or reporting; large
amounts of missing information; or serious discrepancies
in reporting. The results of these studies are at least as
likely to reflect flaws in the study design as the differences
between the compared interventions. We did not exclude
studies rated as having high risk of bias a priori, but they
were considered the least reliable when synthesizing the
evidence, particularly when discrepancies between studies
were present.

Individual studies were rated as having “poor,” “fair,” or
“good” quality. We rated the quality of each randomized
trial based on the methods used for randomization,
allocation concealment, and blinding; the similarity
of compared groups at baseline; whether attrition was
adequately reported and acceptable; similarity in use of
cointerventions; compliance to allocated treatments; the
use of intent-to-treat analysis; and avoidance of selective
outcomes reporting.36,37
We rated the quality of each cohort study based on
whether it enrolled a consecutive or random sample of
patients meeting inclusion criteria; whether it evaluated
comparable groups; whether rates of loss to followup
were reported and acceptable; whether it used accurate
methods for ascertaining exposures, potential confounders,
and outcomes; and whether it performed adjustment for
important potential confounders.37 For cross-sectional
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Assessing Research Applicability

one study was available); the directness of the evidence
linking the intervention and health outcomes (graded
direct or indirect); and the precision of the estimate of
effect, based on the number and size of studies and CIs
for the estimates (graded precise or imprecise). We did not
grade supplemental domains for cohort studies evaluating
intermediate and clinical outcomes because too few studies
were available for these factors to impact the SOE grades.

We recorded factors important for understanding the
applicability of studies, such as whether the publication
adequately described the study sample, the country in
which the study was conducted, the characteristics of
the patient sample (e.g., age, sex, race, pain condition,
duration or severity of pain, medical comorbidities,
and psychosocial factors), the characteristics of the
interventions used (e.g., specific opioid, dose, mode of
administration, or dosing strategy), the clinical setting
(e.g., primary care or specialty setting), and the magnitude
of effects on clinical outcomes.42 We also recorded the
funding source and role of the sponsor. We did not assign
a rating of applicability (such as high or low) because
applicability may differ based on the user of the report.

We graded the SOE for each Key Question using the
four key categories recommended in the AHRQ Methods
Guide.30 A “high” grade indicates high confidence that the
evidence reflects the true effect and that further research is
very unlikely to change our confidence in the estimate of
effect. A “moderate” grade indicates moderate confidence
that the evidence reflects the true effect and further research
may change our confidence in the estimate of effect and
may change the estimate. A “low” grade indicates low
confidence that the evidence reflects the true effect and
further research is likely to change the confidence in the
estimate of effect and is likely to change the estimate.
An “insufficient” grade indicates evidence either is
unavailable or is too limited to permit any conclusion, due
to the availability of only poor-quality studies, extreme
inconsistency, or extreme imprecision.

Evidence Synthesis and Rating the Body of
Evidence
We constructed evidence tables summarizing study
characteristics, results, and quality ratings for all included
studies. We summarized evidence for each Key Question
qualitatively used a hierarchy-of-evidence approach, where
the best evidence was the focus of our synthesis for each
Key Question. In the evidence tables, we included relevant
studies from the prior APS review as well as new studies
meeting inclusion criteria. Results were organized by Key
Question. We did not attempt meta-analyses because of the
small number of studies available for each Key Question;
variability in study designs, patient samples, interventions,
and measures; and methodological shortcomings in the
available studies.

Peer Review and Public Commentary
Experts in chronic pain and opioid therapy, as well as
individuals representing important stakeholder groups,
were invited to provide external peer review of this CER.
The AHRQ Task Order Officer and a designated EPC
Associate Editor also provided comments and editorial
review. To obtain public comment, the draft report was
posted on the AHRQ Web site for 4 weeks. A disposition
of comments report detailing the authors’ responses to the
peer and public review comments will be made available
after AHRQ posts the final CER on the public Web site.

We assessed the overall strength of evidence (SOE) for
each Key Question and outcome using the approach
described in the AHRQ Methods Guide.30 We synthesized
the quality of the studies; the consistency of results within
and between study designs; the directness of the evidence
linking the intervention and health outcomes; and the
precision of the estimate of effect (based on the number
and size of studies and CIs for the estimates). We were
not able to formally assess for publication bias due to
small number of studies, methodological shortcomings, or
differences across studies in designs, measured outcomes,
and other factors.

Results
Overview
The search and selection of articles are summarized in the
study flow diagram (Figure B). Database searches resulted
in 4,209 potentially relevant articles. After dual review of
abstracts and titles, 667 articles were selected for full-text
review, and 39 studies (in 40 publications) were determined
by dual review at the full-text level to meet inclusion
criteria and were included in this review. Data extraction
and quality assessment tables for all included studies per
Key Question are available in Appendixes E and F in the
full report.

Rather, as described above, we searched for unpublished
studies through searches of clinical trials registries and
regulatory documents and by soliciting SIPs.
The SOE was based on the overall quality of each body of
evidence, based on the risk of bias (graded low, moderate,
or high); the consistency of results across studies (graded
consistent, inconsistent, or unable to determine when only
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Figure B. Literature flow diagram
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Key Question 1. Effectiveness and Comparative
Effectiveness

morphine (SOE: low). One randomized trial found no
difference between more liberal dose escalation versus
maintenance of current doses on outcomes related to pain,
function, or withdrawal due to opioid use, but doses of
opioids at the end of the trial in the two groups were similar
(52 versus 40 mg MED/day) (SOE: low). Five randomized
trials found buccal or nasal fentanyl more effective than
placebo or oral opioids for acute exacerbations of pain
in patients with chronic pain, but focused on immediate
(within 2 hours) outcomes (SOE: moderate). Studies
on different methods for initiating and titrating opioids
(three studies), decreasing doses or tapering off versus
continuation (one study), and different tapering protocols
and strategies (two studies), were limited in number,
had methodological shortcomings, and showed no clear
differences on outcomes related to pain and function (SOE:
insufficient). No study examined effects of short- versus
long-acting opioids, short- plus long-acting opioids versus
long-acting opioids alone, scheduled, continuous versus
as-needed dosing, or opioid rotation versus maintenance of
current therapy in patients with chronic pain on long-term
opioid therapy.

No study evaluated the effectiveness or comparative
effectiveness of long-term opioid therapy versus placebo or
no opioid therapy for long-term (>1 year) outcomes related
to pain, function, or quality of life in patients with chronic
pain (SOE: insufficient).
Key Question 2. Harms and Adverse Events
In patients with chronic pain, 10 uncontrolled studies of
patients on opioid therapy for at least 1 year that used
predefined methods for ascertaining rates of abuse and
related outcomes, rates of opioid abuse were 0.6 percent to
8 percent and rates of dependence were 3.1 percent to 26
percent in primary care settings, and rates of abuse were
14.4 percent, misuse 8 percent, and addiction 1.9 percent
in pain clinic settings, but studies varied in methods used
to define and ascertain outcomes. Rates of aberrant drugrelated behaviors (e.g., positive urine drug tests, medication
agreement violations) ranged from 5.7 percent to 37.1
percent (SOE: insufficient). In controlled observational
studies, opioids were associated with increased risk of
abuse (one study), overdose (one study), fracture (two
studies), myocardial infarction (two studies), and use
of testosterone replacement or medications for erectile
dysfunction (one study) versus no opioid use (strength
of evidence: low). No study evaluated effects of opioids
versus placebo or no opioid on gastrointestinal harms,
motor vehicle accidents, infections, and psychological or
cognitive harms.

Key Question 4. Risk Assessment and Risk Mitigation
Strategies
Four studies examined the accuracy of instruments for
predicting risk of opioid overdose, addiction, abuse, or
misuse in patients with chronic pain being considered
for long-term opioid therapy. Three studies reported
sensitivities for the Opioid Risk Tool that ranged from
0.20 to 0.99 (three studies) and specificities of 0.88 and
0.16 (two studies) (SOE: insufficient). Two studies found
no clear differences between different risk assessment
instruments in diagnostic accuracy. No study evaluated
the effectiveness of the use of risk prediction instruments
or other risk mitigation strategies, or the comparative
effectiveness of treatment strategies for managing patients
with a history of addiction on overdose, addiction, abuse,
misuse, and related outcomes.

In patients with chronic pain prescribed long-term opioid
therapy, observational studies reported an association
between higher doses of opioids and risk of abuse (one
study), overdose (two studies), fracture (one study),
myocardial infarction (one study), motor vehicle accidents
(one study), and use or testosterone replacement or
medications for erectile dysfunction (one study) (SOE:
low). No study examined how harms vary depending on
the specific type or cause of pain, patient demographics, or
patient comorbidities (including past or current substance
abuse disorder or being at high risk for addiction).

Key findings and SOE grades are summarized in the
summary of evidence table (Table A).
The factors used to determine the overall SOE grades are
available in Appendix G in the full report.

Key Question 3. Dosing Strategies
Three randomized, head-to-head trials of various longacting opioids found no differences in long-term outcomes
related to pain or function (SOE: low). One retrospective
cohort study conducted in a Veterans Affairs setting that
used a propensity-adjusted analysis found methadone
associated with lower mortality risk than sustained-release
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Table A. Summary of evidence

Key Question Outcome

Strength of
Evidence
Grade

Conclusion

1. Effectiveness and comparative effectiveness
a. In patients with chronic pain, what is the
effectiveness of long-term opioid therapy versus
placebo or no opioid therapy for long-term (>1 year)
outcomes related to pain, function, and quality of life?
Pain, function, quality of life

Insufficient

No study of opioid therapy versus placebo or no opioid
therapy evaluated long-term (>1 year) outcomes related
to pain, function, or quality of life

Insufficient

No studies

Insufficient

No studies

Insufficient

No Studies

b. How does effectiveness vary depending on: (1)
the specific type or cause of pain (e.g., neuropathic,
musculoskeletal [including low back pain],
fibromyalgia, sickle cell disease, inflammatory pain,
and headache disorders); (2) patient demographics
(e.g., age, race, ethnicity, gender); (3) patient
comorbidities (including past or current alcohol or
substance use disorders, mental health disorders,
medical comorbidities and high risk for addiction)?
Pain, function, quality of life
c. In patients with chronic pain, what is the
comparative effectiveness of opioids versus nonopioid
therapies (pharmacological or nonpharmacological) on
outcomes related to pain, function, and quality of life?
Pain, function, quality of life
d. In patients with chronic pain, what is the
comparative effectiveness of opioids plus
nonopioid interventions (pharmacological or
nonpharmacological) versus opioids or nonopioid
interventions alone on outcomes related to pain,
function, quality of life, and doses of opioids used?
Pain, function, quality of life
2. Harms and adverse events
a. In patients with chronic pain, what are the risks of
opioids versus placebo or no opioid on: (1) opioid
abuse, addiction, and related outcomes; (2) overdose;
and (3) other harms, including gastrointestinal-related
harms, falls, fractures, motor vehicle accidents,
endocrinological harms, infections, cardiovascular
events, cognitive harms, and psychological harms
(e.g., depression)?

Abuse, addiction

Low
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No randomized trial evaluated risk of opioid abuse,
addiction, and related outcomes in patients with chronic
pain prescribed opioid therapy. One retrospective cohort
study found prescribed long-term opioid use associated
with significantly increased risk of abuse or dependence
versus no opioid use.

Table A. Summary of evidence (continued)

Strength of
Evidence
Grade

Key Question Outcome
Abuse, addiction

Overdose

Fractures

Myocardial infarction

Endocrine
Gastrointestinal harms, motor vehicle accidents,
infections, psychological harms, cognitive harms

Conclusion

Insufficient

In 10 uncontrolled studies, estimates of opioid abuse,
addiction, and related outcomes varied substantially even
after stratification by clinic setting

Low

Current opioid use was associated with increased risk of
any overdose events (adjusted HR 5.2, 95% CI 2.1 to 12)
and serious overdose events (adjusted HR 8.4, 95% CI
2.5 to 28) versus current nonuse

Low

Opioid use associated with increased risk of fracture in
1 cohort study (adjusted HR 1.28, 95% CI 0.99 to 1.64)
and 1 case-control study (adjusted OR 1.27, 95% CI 1.21
to 1.33)

Low

Current opioid use associated with increased risk of
myocardial infarction versus nonuse (adjusted OR 1.28,
95% CI 1.19 to 1.37 and incidence rate ratio 2.66, 95%
CI 2.30 to 3.08)

Low

Long-term opioid use associated with increased risk
of use of medications for erectile dysfunction or
testosterone replacement versus nonuse (adjusted OR 1.5,
95% CI 1.1 to 1.9)

Insufficient

No studies

b. How do harms vary depending on: (1) the
specific type or cause of pain (e.g., neuropathic,
musculoskeletal [including back pain], fibromyalgia,
sickle cell disease, inflammatory pain, headache
disorders); (2) patient demographics; (3) patient
comorbidities (including past or current substance use
disorder or at high risk for addiction)?
Various harms

Insufficient

No studies

b. How do harms vary depending on the dose of
opioids used?

Abuse, addiction

Overdose

Low

One retrospective cohort study found higher doses of
long-term opioid therapy associated with increased
risk of opioid abuse or dependence than lower doses.
Compared to no opioid prescription, the adjusted odds
ratios were 15 (95 percent CI 10 to 21) for 1-36 MED/
day, 29 (95 percent CI 20 to 41) for 36-120 MED/day,
and 122 (95 percent CI 73 to 205) for ≥120 MED/day.

Low

Versus 1 to 19 mg MED/day, 1 cohort study found an
adjusted HR for an overdose event of 1.44 (95% CI 0.57
to 3.62) for 20 to 49 mg MED/day that increased to 11.18
(95% CI 4.80 to 26.03) at >100 mg MED/day; 1 casecontrol study found an adjusted OR for an opioid-related
death of 1.32 (95% CI 0.94 to 1.84) for 20 to 49 mg
MED/day that increased to 2.88 (95% CI 1.79 to 4.63) at
≥200 mg MED/day
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Table A. Summary of evidence (continued)

Strength of
Evidence
Grade

Key Question Outcome

Conclusion

Low

Risk of fracture increased from an adjusted HR of 1.20
(95% CI 0.92 to 1.56) at 1 to <20 mg MED/day to 2.00
(95% CI 1.24 to 3.24) at ≥50 mg MED/day; the trend was
of borderline statistical significance

Myocardial infarction

Low

Relative to a cumulative dose of 0 to 1350 mg MED over
90 days, the incidence rate ratio for myocardial infarction
for 1350 to <2700 mg was 1.21 (95% CI 1.02 to 1.45),
for 2700 to <8100 mg was 1.42 (95% CI 1.21 to 1.67),
for 8100 to <18,000 mg was 1.89 (95% CI 1.54 to 2.33),
and for >18,000 mg was 1.73 (95% CI 1.32 to 2.26)

Motor vehicle accidents

Low

No association between opioid dose and risk of motor
vehicle accidents.

Low

Relative to 0 to <20 mg MED/day, the adjusted OR
for daily opioid dose of ≥120 mg MED/day for use of
medications for erectile dysfunction or testosterone
replacement was 1.6 (95% CI 1.0 to 2.4)

Fracture

Endocrine
3. Dosing strategies
a. In patients with chronic pain, what is the
comparative effectiveness of different methods for
initiating and titrating opioids for outcomes related to
pain, function, and quality of life; risks of overdose,
addiction, abuse, or misuse; and doses of opioids
used?

Pain

Insufficient

Evidence from three trials on effects of titration with
immediate-release versus sustained-release opioids
reported inconsistent results on outcomes related to pain
and are difficult to interpret due to additional differences
between treatment arms in dosing protocols (titrated vs.
fixed dosing) and doses of opioids used

Function, quality of life, outcomes related to abuse

Insufficient

No studies

b. In patients with chronic pain, what is the
comparative effectiveness of short- versus long- acting
opioids on outcomes related to pain, function, and
quality of life; risk of overdose, addiction, abuse, or
misuse; and doses of opioids used?
Pain, function, quality of life, outcomes
related to abuse

Insufficient

No studies

c. In patients with chronic pain, what is the
comparative effectiveness of different long- acting
opioids on outcomes related to pain, function, and
quality of life; and risk of overdose, addiction, abuse,
or misuse?
Pain and function

Low
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No difference between various long-acting opioids

Table A. Summary of evidence (continued)

Key Question Outcome
Assessment of risk of overdose, addiction,
abuse, or misuse
Overdose (as indicated by all-cause mortality)

Strength of
Evidence
Grade
Insufficient

Conclusion
No studies were designed to assess risk of overdose,
addiction, abuse, or misuse

Low

One cohort study found methadone to be associated with
lower all-cause mortality risk than sustained-release
morphine in a propensity adjusted analysis

Insufficient

Another cohort study found some differences between
long-acting opioids in rates of adverse outcomes related
to abuse, but outcomes were nonspecific for opioidrelated adverse events, precluding reliable conclusions

3. Dosing strategies (continued)
Abuse and related outcomes
d. In patients with chronic pain, what is the
comparative effectiveness of short- plus long- acting
opioids vs. long-acting opioids alone on outcomes
related to pain, function, and quality of life; risk of
overdose, addiction, abuse, or misuse; and doses of
opioids used?
Pain, function, quality of life, outcomes
related to abuse

Insufficient

No studies

e. In patients with chronic pain, what is the
comparative effectiveness of scheduled, continuous
versus as-needed dosing of opioids on outcomes
related to pain, function, and quality of life; risk of
overdose, addiction, abuse, or misuse; and doses of
opioids used?
Pain, function, quality of life, outcomes
related to abuse

Insufficient

No studies

f. In patients with chronic pain on long-term opioid
therapy, what is the comparative effectiveness of dose
escalation versus dose maintenance or use of dose
thresholds on outcomes related to pain, function, and
quality of life?

Pain, function, withdrawal due to opioid misuse

Low

g. In patients on long-term opioid therapy, what is the
comparative effectiveness of opioid rotation versus
maintenance of current opioid therapy on outcomes
related to pain, function, and quality of life; and doses
of opioids used?
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No difference between more liberal dose escalation
versus maintenance of current doses in pain, function, or
risk of withdrawal due to opioid misuse, but there was
limited separation in opioid doses between groups (52 vs.
40 mg MED/day at the end of the trial)

Table A. Summary of evidence (continued)

Strength of
Evidence
Grade

Key Question Outcome

Conclusion

3. Dosing strategies (continued)
Pain, function, quality of life, outcomes
related to abuse

Insufficient

No studies

h. In patients on long-term opioid therapy, what is
the comparative effectiveness of different strategies
for treating acute exacerbations of chronic pain on
outcomes related to pain, function, and quality of life?

Pain

Abuse and related outcomes

Moderate

Two randomized trials found buccal fentanyl more
effective than placebo for treating acute exacerbations of
pain and three randomized trials found buccal fentanyl
or intranasal fentanyl more effective than oral opioids for
treating acute exacerbations of pain in patients on longterm opioid therapy, based on outcomes measured up to 2
hours after dosing Abuse and related outcomes

Insufficient

No studies

Insufficient

Abrupt cessation of morphine was associated with
increased pain and decreased function compared to
continuation of morphine

Insufficient

No clear differences between different methods for
opioid discontinuation or tapering in likelihood of opioid
abstinence after 3 to 6 months

Insufficient

Based on a cutoff of >4, three studies (one poor- quality,
two poor-quality) reported very inconsistent estimates of
diagnostic accuracy, precluding reliable conclusions

Low

Based on a cutoff score of >8, sensitivity was 0.68 and
specificity of 0.38 in 1 study, for a PLR of 1.11 and NLR
of 0.83. Based on a cutoff score of >6, sensitivity was
0.73 in 1 study

i. In patients on long-term opioid therapy, what are
the effects of decreasing opioid doses or of tapering
off opioids versus continuation of opioids on
outcomes related to pain, function, quality of life, and
withdrawal?
Pain, function
j. In patients on long-term opioid therapy, what is
the comparative effectiveness of different tapering
protocols and strategies on measures related to pain,
function, quality of life, withdrawal symptoms, and
likelihood of opioid cessation?
Opioid abstinence
4. Risk assessment and risk mitigation strategies
a. In patients with chronic pain being considered
for long-term opioid therapy, what is the accuracy of
instruments for predicting risk of opioid overdose,
addiction, abuse, or misuse?
Diagnostic accuracy: Opioid Risk Tool

Diagnostic accuracy: Screening and Opioid
Assessment for Patients with Pain (SOAPP) version 1
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Table A. Summary of evidence (continued)

Key Question Outcome

Strength of
Evidence
Grade

Conclusion

4. Risk assessment and risk mitigation strategies
(continued)
b. In patients with chronic pain, what is the
effectiveness of use of risk prediction instruments on
outcomes related to overdose, addiction, abuse, or
misuse?
Outcomes related to abuse

Insufficient

No study evaluated the effectiveness of risk prediction
instruments for reducing outcomes related to overdose,
addiction, abuse, or misuse

Insufficient

No studies

Insufficient

No studies

c. In patients with chronic pain prescribed longterm opioid therapy, what is the effectiveness of risk
mitigation strategies, including 1) opioid management
plans, 2) patient education, 3) urine drug screening,
4) use of prescription drug monitoring program data,
5) use of monitoring instruments, 6) more frequent
monitoring intervals, 7) pill counts, and 8) use of
abuse-deterrent formulations on outcomes related to
overdose, addiction, abuse, or misuse?
Outcomes related to abuse
d. What is the comparative effectiveness of treatment
strategies for managing patients with addiction to
prescription opioids on outcomes related to overdose,
abuse, misuse, pain, function, and quality of life?
Outcomes related to abuse

Abbreviations: CI=confidence interval, HR=hazard ratio, MED= morphine equivalent dose, mg=milligrams, NLR=negative likelihood
ratio, OR=odds ratio, PLR=positive likelihood ratio, SOAPP= Screening and Opioid Assessment for Patients with Pain.

Discussion

alternative therapies that evaluated outcomes at 1 year
or longer. No studies examined how effectiveness varies
based on various factors, including type of pain and patient
characteristics. Most placebo-controlled randomized trials
were shorter than 6 weeks in duration43 and no cohort
studies on the effects of long-term opioid therapy versus
no opioid therapy on outcomes related to pain, function, or
quality of life were found. Although uncontrolled studies
of patients prescribed opioids are available,8 findings
are difficult to interpret due to the lack of a nonopioid
comparison group.

Key Findings and Strength of Evidence
The key findings of this review are summarized in the
summary of evidence table (Table A) and the factors used
to determine the overall SOE grades are summarized
in Appendix G in the full report. For a number of Key
Questions, we identified no studies meeting inclusion
criteria. For Key Questions where studies were available,
the SOE was rated no higher than low, due to small
numbers of studies and methodological shortcomings, with
the exception of buccal or intranasal fentanyl for pain relief
outcomes within 2 hours after dosing, for which the SOE
was rated moderate.

Regarding harms, new evidence (published since the APS
review) from observational studies suggests that being
prescribed long-term opioids for chronic pain is associated
with increased risk of abuse,44 overdose,45 fractures,18,46
and myocardial infarction,47 versus not currently being
prescribed opioids. In addition, several recent studies

For effectiveness and comparative effectiveness, we
identified no studies of long-term opioid therapy in patients
with chronic pain versus no opioid therapy or nonopioid
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suggest that the risk is dose-dependent, with higher opioid
doses associated with increased risk.11,18,44,45,48,49 Although
two studies found an association between opioid dose and
increased risk of overdose starting at relatively low doses
(20 to 49 mg MED/day), estimates at higher doses were
variable (adjusted HR 11.18 at >100 mg MED/day versus
adjusted OR 2.88 for >200 mg MED/day).45,49 However,
few studies evaluated each outcome and the population
evaluated and duration of opioid therapy were not always
well characterized. In addition, as in all observational
studies, findings are susceptible to residual confounding
despite use of statistical adjustment and other techniques
such as matching. A study also found long-term opioid
therapy associated with increased likelihood of receiving
prescriptions for erectile dysfunction or testosterone, which
may be markers for sexual dysfunction due to presumed
endocrinological effects of opioids.11 However, it did not
directly measure sexual dysfunction, and patients may seek
or receive these medications for other reasons.

overdose deaths were related to other factors that could
have impacted opioid prescribing practices.
Evidence on benefits and harms of different methods for
initiating and titrating opioids, short- versus long-acting
opioids, scheduled and continuous versus as-needed dosing
of opioids, use of opioid rotation, and methods for titrating
or discontinuing patients off opioids was not available or
too limited to reach reliable conclusions.
We also found limited evidence on the comparative benefits
and harms of specific opioids. Three head-to-head trials
found few differences in pain relief between various longacting opioids at 1 year followup,64-66 but the usefulness of
these studies for evaluating comparative effectiveness may
be limited because patients in each arm had doses titrated
to achieve adequate pain control. None of the trials was
designed to evaluate abuse, addiction, or related outcomes.
Methadone has been an opioid of particular interest
because it is disproportionately represented in case series
and epidemiological studies of opioid-associated deaths.67
Characteristics of methadone that may be associated with
increased risk of serious harms are its long and variable
half-life, which could increase the risk for accidental
overdose, and its association with electrocardiographic
QTc interval prolongation, which could increase the risk
of potentially life-threatening ventricular arrhythmia.68
However, the highest-quality observational study, which
was conducted in VA patients with chronic pain and
controlled well for confounders using a propensity-adjusted
analysis, found methadone to be associated with lower
risk of mortality as compared with sustained-release
morphine.69 These results suggest that in some settings,
methadone may not be associated with increased mortality
risk, though research is needed to understand the factors
that contribute to safer prescribing in different clinical
settings.

No study assessed the risk of abuse, addiction, or related
outcomes associated with long-term opioid therapy use
versus placebo or no opioid therapy. In uncontrolled
studies, rates of abuse and related outcomes varied
substantially, even after restricting inclusion to studies
that evaluated patients on opioid therapy for at least one
year and used pre-defined methods for ascertaining these
outcomes, and stratifying studies according to whether they
evaluated primary care populations or patients evaluated
in pain clinic settings.50-60 An important reason for the
variability in estimates is differences in patient samples
and in how terms such as addiction, abuse, misuse, and
dependence were defined in the studies, and in methods
used to identify these outcomes (e.g., formal diagnostic
interview with patients versus chart review or informal
assessment). In one study, estimates of opioid misuse
were lower based on independent review than based on
assessments by the treating physician.59 No study evaluated
patients with “opioid use disorder” as recently defined in
the new DSM-V.61

Although five randomized trials found buccal or intranasal
fentanyl more effective than placebo or oral opioids for
treating acute exacerbations of chronic pain, all focused
on short-term treatment and immediate outcomes in the
minutes or hours after administration.70-74 No study was
designed to assess long-term benefits or harms, including
accidental overdose, abuse, or addiction. In 2007, the U.S.
FDA released a public health advisory due to case reports
of deaths and other life-threatening adverse effects in
patients prescribed buccal fentanyl.75

Evidence on the effectiveness of different opioid dosing
strategies is also extremely limited. One new trial of a
more liberal dose escalation strategy versus maintenance of
current doses found no differences in outcomes related to
pain, function, or risk of withdrawal from the study due to
opioid misuse, but the difference in opioid doses between
groups at the end of the trial was small (52 versus 40 mg
MED/day).62 One study from Washington State reported
a decrease in the number of opioid-associated overdose
deaths after implementing a dose threshold,63 but did not
meet inclusion criteria for this review because it was an
ecological, before-after study, and it is not possible to
reliably determine whether changes in the number of opioid

Evidence also remains limited on the utility of opioid risk
assessment instruments, used prior to initiation of opioid
therapy, for predicting likelihood of subsequent opioid
abuse or misuse. In three studies of the ORT, estimates
were extremely inconsistent (sensitivity ranged from 0.20
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to 0.99).76-78 A study that directly compared the accuracy
of the ORT and two other risk assessment instruments
reported weak likelihood ratios for predicting future abuse
or misuse (PLR 1.27 to 1.65 and NLR 0.86 to 0.91).76
Risk prediction instruments other than the ORT (such
as the SOAPP version 1, revised SOAPP, or DIRE) were
only evaluated in one or two studies, and require further
validation. Studies on the accuracy of risk instruments for
identifying aberrant behavior in patients already prescribed
opioids are available,53,56,76,79-85 but were outside the scope of
this review.

group, reported substantial between-study heterogeneity,
and were susceptible to potential attrition and selection
bias. Our findings are also consistent with a systematic
review on comparative benefits and harms of various longacting opioids and short- versus long-acting opioids, which
found no clear differences, primarily based on short-term
randomized trials.91
Our review reported rates of abuse and related outcomes
that are higher than a previously published systematic
review of long-term opioid therapy that reported a very
low rate of opioid addiction (0.27 percent).8 Factors that
may explain this discrepancy are that the prior review
included studies that did not report predefined methods
for ascertaining opioid addiction, potentially resulting
in underreporting, and primarily included studies that
excluded high-risk patients. Like a previous systematic
review, we found variability in estimates of abuse and
related outcomes, with some potential differences in
estimates based on clinical setting (primary care versus
pain clinic) and patient characteristics (e.g., exclusion of
high-risk patients).92

No study evaluated the effectiveness of risk mitigation
strategies, such as use of risk assessment instruments,
opioid management plans, patient education, urine drug
screening, prescription drug monitoring program data,
monitoring instruments, more frequent monitoring
intervals, pill counts, or abuse-deterrent formulations on
outcomes related to overdose, addiction, abuse or misuse.
Studies on effects of risk mitigation strategies were
primarily focused on ability to detect misuse (e.g., urine
drug testing and prescription monitoring program data)
or on effects on markers of risky prescribing practices or
medication-taking behaviors,86 and did not meet inclusion
criteria for this review, which focused on effects on clinical
outcomes. One study found that rates of poison center
treatment incidents and opioid-related treatment admissions
increased at a lower rate in States with a prescription drug
monitoring program than in States without one, but used
an ecological design, did not evaluate a cohort of patients
prescribed opioids for chronic pain, and was not designed
to account for other factors that could have impacted opioid
prescribing practices.86

Regarding risk mitigation strategies, our findings were
similar to a previously published systematic review that
found weak evidence with which to evaluate risk prediction
instruments.93 Unlike our review, which found no evidence
on effects of risk mitigation strategies on risk of abuse,
addiction, or related outcomes, a previously published
review found use of opioid management plans and urine
drug screens to be associated with decreased risk of misuse
behaviors.14 However, this conclusion was based on four
studies that did not meet inclusion criteria for our review
because effects of opioid management plans and urine
drug screens could not be separated from other concurrent
opioid prescribing interventions,94,95 use of a historical
control group,96,97 or before-after study design.94

Although evidence indicates that patients with a history of
substance abuse or at higher risk for abuse or misuse due to
other risk factors are more likely to be prescribed opioids
than patients without these risk factors,87-90 we identified
no study on the effectiveness of methods for mitigating
potential harms associated with long-term opioid therapy in
high-risk patients.

Applicability
A number of issues could impact the applicability of our
findings. One challenge was difficulty in determining
whether studies focused on patients with chronic pain.
Although a number of large observational studies reported
harms based on analyses of administrative databases, they
were frequently limited in their ability to assess important
clinical factors such as the duration or severity of pain.
For some of these studies, we inferred the presence of
chronic pain from prescribing data, such as the number of
prescriptions over a defined period or the use of long-acting
opioid preparations. Some potentially relevant studies were
excluded because it was not possible to determine whether
the sample evaluated had chronic pain or received longterm therapy.16,98-103

Findings in Relationship to What is Already
Known
Our findings are generally consistent with prior systematic
reviews of opioid therapy for chronic pain that also found
no long-term, placebo-controlled randomized trials.8,43 One
systematic review of outcomes associated with long-term
opioid therapy concluded that many patients discontinue
treatment due to adverse events or insufficient pain relief,
though patients who continue opioid therapy experience
clinically significant pain relief.8 However, results of the
studies included in this review are difficult to interpret
because the studies had no nonopioid therapy control
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Another issue that could impact applicability is the
type of opioid used in the studies. Both long-acting and
short-acting opioids are often prescribed for chronic
pain. In some studies, use of short-acting opioids
predominated.11,18,49 Results of studies of short-acting
opioids may not generalize to patients prescribed longacting opioids.

as based on (short-term) randomized trials and 19
recommendations as based solely or partially on consensus
opinion. Although randomized trials show short-term,
moderate improvements in pain in highly selected, lowrisk populations with chronic pain, such efficacy-based
evidence is of limited usefulness for informing long-term
opioid prescribing decisions in clinical practice.

Selection of patients could also impact applicability.
The few randomized trials that met inclusion criteria
typically excluded patients at high risk of abuse or misuse
and frequently used run-in periods prior to allocating
treatments. The use of a run-in period preselects patients
who respond to and tolerate initial exposure to the studied
treatment. Therefore, benefits observed in the trials might
be greater and harms lower than seen in actual clinical
practice.104

Given the marked increase in numbers of overdose deaths
and other serious adverse events that have occurred
following the marked increase in opioid prescribing for
chronic pain, recent policy efforts have focused on safer
prescribing of opioids. A recent review of opioid guidelines
found broad agreement regarding a number of risk
mitigation strategies despite weak evidence, such as riskassessment guided patient assessment for opioid therapy,
urine drug testing, use of prescription monitoring program
data, abuse-deterrent formulations, and opioid management
plans.107 Based on low-quality evidence regarding harms
associated with long-term opioid therapy, our review
provides some limited support for clinical policy efforts
aimed at reducing harms. One area in which there has
been less agreement across guidelines is whether dose
thresholds that warrant more intense monitoring or used
to define maximum ceiling doses should be implemented,
and if so, what is the appropriate threshold. Some evidence
is now available on dose-dependent harms associated
with opioids,45,49 which could help inform policies related
to dose thresholds. However, research on the effects
of implementing dose thresholds on clinical outcomes
is limited to a single ecological study.63 In addition,
although two observational studies were consistent in
reporting a relationship between higher opioid dose and
risk of overdose, estimates were highly variable at similar
doses.45,49 This makes it difficult to determine an optimal
maximum dose threshold based on an objective parameter,
such as a dose inflection point where risk rises markedly.
Other studies have begun to characterize cardiovascular,
endocrinological, and injury-related harms associated
with long-term opioid therapy and could be used to
inform clinical decisions, though using such information
in balanced assessments to inform clinical and policy
decisionmaking remains a challenge given the lack of
evidence regarding long-term benefits.

Another factor impacting applicability is that most trials
were not designed or powered to assess risk of abuse,
addiction, or related outcomes. For example, trials of
buccal fentanyl for acute exacerbations of chronic pain
focused exclusively on immediate (episode-based)
outcomes and were not designed to assess long-term
outcomes, including outcomes related to the potential for
abuse.70-74 Long-term head-to-head trials of long-acting
opioids excluded patients at high risk for these outcomes
and reported no events.64-66
The setting in which studies were conducted could also
impact applicability. As noted in other sections of this
report, rates of overdose, abuse, addiction, and related
outcomes are likely to vary based on the clinical setting.
Therefore, we stratified studies reporting rates of abuse
according to whether they were performed in primary care
or pain clinic settings. The highest- quality comparative
study of methadone versus another opioid (long-acting
morphine) found decreased mortality risk but was
conducted in a VA setting,69 which could limit applicability
to other settings, due to factors such as how clinicians were
trained in methadone use, policies on opioid prescribing,
availability of resources to manage opioid prescribing, or
other factors.
Implications for Clinical and Policy
Decisionmaking

Limitations of the Review Process

Our review has important implications for clinical and
policy decisionmaking. Based on our review, most clinical
and policy decisions regarding use of long-term opioid
therapy must necessarily still be made on the basis of weak
or insufficient evidence. This is in accordance with findings
from a 2009 U.S. guideline on use of opioids for chronic
pain, which found 21 of 25 recommendations supported
by only low-quality evidence,105 and a 2010 Canadian
guideline,106 which classified 3 of 24 recommendations

We excluded non-English language articles and did not
search for studies published only as abstracts. We did not
attempt meta-analysis or assess for publication bias using
graphical or statistical methods to detect small sample
effects due to the paucity of evidence. Although we found
no evidence of unpublished studies through searches on
clinical trial registries and regulatory documents and
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solicitation of unpublished studies through SIP requests,
the usefulness of such methods for identifying unpublished
observational studies may be limited, as such studies
are often not registered. We identified no unpublished
randomized trials meeting inclusion criteria. We focused
on studies that reported outcomes after at least one year
of opioid therapy, though applying a shorter duration
threshold for inclusion could have provided additional
evidence. However, we identified no placebo-controlled
trials of opioid therapy for at least 6 months.

Additional research is also needed to develop and validate
risk prediction instruments, and to determine how using
them impacts treatment decisions and, ultimately, patient
outcomes. More research is needed on the comparative
benefits and harms of different opioids or formulations
and different prescribing methods. Studies comparing
effectiveness and harms of methadone versus other longacting opioids, to determine if findings from a study69
conducted in a VA setting are reproducible in other settings,
and to better understand factors associated with safer
methadone prescribing.

Limitations of the Evidence Base

Research is also needed to understand the effects of risk
mitigation strategies such as urine drug screening, use of
prescription drug monitoring program data, and abusedeterrent formulations on clinical outcomes such as rates of
overdose, abuse, addiction, and misuse. In one before-after
study, the introduction of an abuse-deterrent opioid was
followed by patients switching to other prescription opioids
or illicit opioids,109 underscoring the need for research to
understand both the positive and negative clinical effects of
risk mitigation strategies.

As noted previously, the critical limitation of our review
is the lack of evidence in the target population (patients
with chronic pain) and intervention (long-term opioid
therapy), despite broadening of inclusion criteria to
incorporate studies in which we assumed that patients
were being treated for chronic pain due to the type of
opioid prescribed (long-acting opioid) or number of
prescriptions. We were also unable to determine how
benefits and harms vary in subgroups, such as those
defined by demographic characteristics, characteristics of
the pain condition, and other patient characteristics (e.g.,
medical or psychological comorbidities). Due to the lack of
evidence and methodological shortcomings in the available
studies, no body of evidence (with the exception of buccal
or intranasal fentanyl for immediate pain relief) was rated
higher than low, meaning that conclusions are highly
uncertain.

Long-term randomized trials of opioid therapy are difficult
to implement due to attrition, challenges in recruitment, or
ethical factors (e.g., long-term allocation of patients with
pain to placebo or allocation to non-use of risk mitigation
strategies recommended in clinical practice guidelines).
Nonetheless, pragmatic and other non-traditional
randomized trial approaches could be used to address
these challenges.110 Observational studies could also help
address a number of these research questions, but should
be specifically designed to evaluate patients with chronic
pain prescribed long-term opioid therapy and appropriately
measure and address potential confounders. Well-designed
clinical registries that enroll patients with chronic pain
prescribed and not prescribed chronic opioids could help
address the limitations of studies based solely or primarily
on administrative databases, which are often unable to fully
characterize the pain condition (e.g., duration, type, and
severity) or other clinical characteristics and frequently do
not have information regarding outcomes related to pain,
function, and quality of life. Such registry studies could be
designed to extend the observations from randomized trials
of opioids versus placebo or other treatments, but would
differ from currently available studies by following patients
who discontinue or do not start opioids, in addition to those
who continue on or start opioid therapy.

Research Gaps
Many research gaps limit the full understanding of the
effectiveness, comparative effectiveness, and harms of
long-term opioid therapy, as well as of the effectiveness of
different dosing methods and risk mitigation strategies, and
effectiveness in special populations. Longer- term studies
of patients clearly with chronic pain comparing those
who are prescribed long-term opioid therapy with those
receiving other pharmacological and non-pharmacological
therapies are needed. Studies that include higher-risk
patients, commonly treated with opioids in clinical
practice, and that measure multiple important outcomes,
including pain, physical and psychological functioning,
as well as misuse and abuse, would be more helpful
than efficacy studies focused solely on pain intensity.
Greater standardization of methods for defining and
identifying abuse-related outcomes in studies that report
these outcomes are needed. The Initiative on Methods,
Measurement, and Pain Assessment in Clinical Trials
(IMMPACT) group recently issued recommendations on
measuring abuse liability in analgesic clinical trials.108
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Conclusions
Evidence on long-term opioid therapy for chronic pain
is very limited, but suggests an increased risk of serious
harms that appears to be dose-dependent. Based on our
review, most clinical and policy decisions regarding use of
long-term opioid therapy must necessarily still be made on
the basis of weak or insufficient evidence. More research
is needed to understand long- term benefits, risk of abuse
and related outcomes, and effectiveness of different opioid
prescribing methods and risk mitigation strategies.
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